
CSPs Their Trends
and Why it Matters to You

Communications are a cornerstone of the increasingly globalized modern 
era by keeping corporations, countries, businesses, governments, and most 
importantly, people interconnected. Service providers are offering more products 
than ever before, there are vastly more options for customers to choose from, 
and technologies like over-the-top messaging and unified communications are 
becoming mainstream.

Along with most industries going through digital transformations, many 
Communication Service Providers (CSPs) are seeking to digitize their product 
and service offerings to keep up with customer expectations. With the existence 
of modern customer-focused businesses like Google, Salesforce, and Amazon, 
consumers and CIOs expect similar experiences from everyone, even their CSPs.   

For traditional telecommunication service providers (Telcos) this means offering 
more than voice and data and transforming their business digitally. Digital 
transformation for CSPs and Telcos alike must remain customer-centric while 
facing the challenges of changing. If done incorrectly, companies could suffer 
transformation fatigue as they attempt to balance managing IT costs and 
digitalization benefits.

Telcos bring a vast amount of industry experience and customer knowledge 
with them and can become powerful data management businesses using their 
network prowess. However, Telcos are not always a popular choice for digital 
services. So, even while they focus on digitalization, they are priming themselves 
to become excellent data managers. 

Unified Communications (UC) are growing extremely fast and provide the ability 
for employees and students to meet, message, share content, and collaborate in 
real-time. Additionally, over-the-top messaging (OTT) and instant messaging (IM) 
apps are expanding rapidly as well. Mobile messaging is now mainstream, with 
OTT and 3rd party alternatives to telecommunications-supported SMS and MMS 
being far cheaper. 
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The world is becoming increasingly more digital and CSPs need to 
keep up with the global digitalization process. They play a significant 
role in keeping the world connected, and as digital services connect 
us even faster, CSPs must provide more services to keep up with the 
pace.

Digitalization could enable telecom operators to improve 
their profits by as much as 35% – McKinsey & Company1

Although traditional telecommunications still play a large role in 
communications, digital services that are focusing on voice, video, 
and data are growing rapidly.

US telecom companies saw landline and mobile voice 
account for less than 33% of their total access compared to 
55% in 2010 but saw data revenue up from 25% to 65% of 
total revenues – McKinsey & Company1

Telecommunications services are reducing in demand, but 
data is growing more popular. Companies that undergo digital 
transformations and offer digital services such as data benefit from 
adapting their offerings to the change. However, although consumers 
are changing, telecommunication providers are still primed as the 
strongest contenders to champion digitalization. Telcos have data-
management prowess and have the ability to act as data aggregators 
or data managers for companies offering digital services. CSPs that 
offer digital service providers possess a competitive advantage 
moving forward into a business culture that demands that companies 
keep up with the digital products and services that customers want. 

5 CSP Trends 
Everything is going digital; a transformation must

happen for companies seeking to stay ahead
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While the idea of digital transformation and its many benefits are 
fantastic, more often than not, companies are not able to capitalize 
on digitalization because of transformation fatigue. 

While an astounding 89% of organizations have plans to 
adopt a digital-first business strategy, a whopping 70% of 
change programs fail – IDG Communications Inc.2

For CSPs aiming to offer digital services, there’s more to the 
transformation than just giving customer-facing technology a 
modern look and launching new digital products. Because there 
is so much involved in a transformation, CSPs try to balance the 
changes with cost-effectiveness which may not deliver results 
as intended, reduce customer-centricity and eventually lead to 
transformation fatigue as the high costs of transformation do not 
bear the desired return of investment.

“Here’s the thing about your transform journey – your 
people are feeling transformation fatigue. When you get 
lost in the complexities of all the discrete things you’re 
doing … it’s amazing how you can lose sight of why we 
are doing all of this.” – Mary Mesaglio, Distinguished VP 
Analyst at Gartner3

The most important component to succeeding with a digital 
transformation is to be as customer-centric as possible. Customers 
in the digital age have constantly changing and increasing 
expectations. As products and services such as connected 
devices, cloud-based applications, infrastructure services, and 
cloud storage become more popular the more urgent it becomes 
for CSPs to focus on a successful implementation of their digital 
transformations. 

Companies want their digital transformation to 
be healthy, without all the stress and fatigue
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CSPs not only have to contend with taking their business into the 
digital frontier, but they also have to remember the most important 
aspect of any business: the customer. With customer-obsessed 
companies such as Amazon, Google, and Salesforce; CIOs and 
consumers alike both think of these experiences when thinking 
about digital service providers. The reason is clear; placing focus 
on the customer in a market where the customer’s demands are 
constantly changing is what enables digital service providers to 
continue to offer products and services that provide value for the 
customers. 

“By 2020 customer experience will overtake both 
price and product as a key brand differentiator” – 
TechnologyAdvice4

Telcos have excellent customer knowledge through years of 
industry experience and the ability to develop digital services 
while acting as data managers. Telcos that are prepared to identify 
and accept their limitations, and change them are more likely 
to succeed. Digital transformation requires customer-centricity 
in every component of the digital products and services that 
companies offer.

“In theory, being customer-centric is simple. In practice, 
it takes carefully coordinated efforts across marketing, 
sales, and service and a company culture driven by 
customer priorities. Regardless of industry, product, 
or company size, this approach will create a stronger 
customer base and more reliable revenue in the long run” 
– TechnologyAdvice4

Customer-centricity is at the core of a 
successful digital transformation for any CSP
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The demand for UC is an example of the rapid rise of digital 
services. UC is a digital service that enables employees 
within companies, organizations, and governments to 
meet, message, content-share, and collaborate in real-time. 
What’s more impressive is that UC is a key aspect of many 
telecommunication service providers’ roadmap for digital 
offerings. 

Unified Communications market is anticipated to 
reach over USD 186 billion by 2026 – MarketWatch 
Research5

What’s more, is that UC is a cash-cow digital service that also 
cuts costs down for companies. Many UC providers have 
moved into the cloud and eliminated the need for expensive 
hardware management or software upgrades while enabling 
quicker deployment of new functions or features to customers.

UC solutions can cut overall maintenance costs by 
20% without hampering the efficiency of the call 
center – CallCenterHosting6

This digital service is growing extremely quick, mostly due to 
how customer-focused the concept of UC is. UC adds value to 
businesses that want to optimize their processes, and eliminate 
wasteful spending and down-time in communications. The 
instant ability for employees to interact in the workplace is 
responsible for the growth of UC as a whole. 

Businesses are 
adopting Unified Communications
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Smartphone communications are more popular nowadays 
than media consumption and engaging in transactions. 
OTT messaging is now mainstream with IM on the rise, and 
social media platforms adding messaging capabilities for 
users. What’s astounding is how many people are willing to 
communicate via messaging with businesses, but how few 
businesses are actually prepared to do that.

89% of consumers that Twilio talked with would like 
to use messaging to communicate with businesses, 
but only 48% of businesses are equipped to 
connect with customers through a message – 
Twilio7

People use messaging for many reasons. It’s fast, it’s 
painless, and it’s cheap to use OTT and IM.

In 2016, the estimated average annual household 
spent $152 for OTT, whereas by the end of 2019 
the spending had risen to $266. – Adweek8

As mobile messaging becomes mainstream, businesses 
seek to capitalize on the global phenomenon. The 
digital service at its core is once again customer-centric 
and promotes the ability for customers to interact with 
businesses. 

OTT Messaging and 
Instant Messaging are Everywhere 
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Gotransverse understands 
customer-centricity. The 
customer’s journey starts 
with expert analysis and a 
demo around your billing 

needs and supports our new 
customers with our delivery 

assurance and customer 
success programs.

OTT Messaging & Instant 
Messaging businesses offer 

low-cost alternatives to 
traditional communications 
messaging such as SMS and 

MMS. As a cloud solution, 
Gotransverse offers a lower 
cost mediation, rating, and 

billing solution. 

Gotransverse is a SaaS billing 
platform with experience 
in digitalization and the 

telecommunications industry. 
Gotransverse offers a purely 

digital customer journey 
with fast onboarding and the 

ability to roll-out products 
quickly. 

Experienced with 
telecommunications, 

Gotransverse is engineered 
for high volumes while 

supporting both traditional 
voice communication 

services as well as digital 
services like data, voice, and 

video. 

Gotransverse supports 
billing capabilities for 

subscription-based 
Unified Communications 
providers who offer real-

time collaboration, sharing, 
meeting, and messaging in 

the workplace. 

Gotransverse Billing Enhances CSPs
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Gotransverse is an intelligent SaaS billing platform natively built in the cloud with 
an understanding of modern products and services. Gotransverse brings hundreds 
of years of telecommunications experience merged with new technologies and 
the core of the product built on expertise learned from telecom. Gotransverse 
understands the needs of companies that are transforming digitally and helps 
manage costs while enabling businesses to focus on the most important thing: 
their customers. 

Built on a cloud architecture with elasticity and scalability, Gotransverse meets the 
needs of CSP providers at a lower cost and is PCI DSS Level 1 and SOC 1 Type II 
compliant. With an ability to support multiple products, offer low-cost mediation 
and rating, and provide fast onboarding, Gotransverse helps your business 
experience limitless monetization possibilities as you move into the digital age!

About Gotransverse

SCHEDULE TODAY

Schedule a demo today!

Ready to turn your billing into a competitive advantage? Sign up for a personalized 
demo of the Gotransverse intelligent billing platform.
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